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‘Robinsons and Campbells of Skye’

Determining when a shared paternal ancestor once lived
Previous reports at Scottish Origenes indicated that Dean and Warren Robinson,
together with Glenlyon Campbell have a shared paternal origin within the Isle of
Skye, and that their earlier shared paternal ancestry leads further back in time to the
area surrounding the southern shores of Loch Lomond in West Central Scotland an
estimated 1,000 years ago. Dissecting out the precise relationship between the
Robinsons and Campbells of Skye involves an analysis of both their Y-DNA111 (STR)
and BigY (SNP) results. While the STRs allow one to estimate an approximate time to
a shared paternal ancestor (see Figure 1), to date, there is no reliable method that
can accurately date each individual SNP mutation detected in the BigY results.
However, the SNPs analysed in the BigY results do provide a more accurate picture
of their developmental paternal ancestral tree (although direct comparisons are
hampered by the fact that that not everyone participates in both STR and BigY
testing).
An examination of Warren’s and Dean’s STR matches reveals that although they
share a common founding Robinson ancestor, there is considerable variability in the
number of markers that both individuals share with Glenlyon Campbell (Warren
share’s 108/111, while Dean shares 104/111). These differences merely emphasize
the variability among STR genetic markers which are far more susceptible to
mutation compared to SNPs. The Y-DNA111 results indicates that while Dean and
Warren’s shared Robinson ancestor lived an estimated 300 years ago, their shared
paternal ancestor with Glenlyon Campbell lived at some point between 225 and 525
years ago, see Figure 1. Since Glenlyon Campbell is a close genetic to match to
others named Campbell in the Y-DNA STR results (who tested independently) it
indicates that Dean and Warren’s ancestor was almost certainly named ‘Campbell’
prior to acquiring the Robinson surname, see Figure 2. The recent shared paternal
ancestry between the Robinsons and Campbells of Skye is confirmed by the BigY
results where all 3 appear as a perfect match to one other, see Figure 3. An
examination of Glenlyon Campbell’s BigY matches also reveals multiple matching
‘MacKays’ which is a strong indication that that both the Campbells and Robinsons
ultimately emerged from a member of Clan MacKay who lived on the Isle of Skye,
see Figure 3.
The Y-DNA results indicate that the common paternal ancestor of the Robinsons and
Campbells was living on the southern shores of Loch Lomond until approximately
750 years ago at which point their paternal ancestor ventured to the Isle of Skye and
acquired the MacKay surname. Approximately 300 years ago their MacKay ancestor
acquired the Campbell surname, and within a generation or two the Robertson
surname was acquired by Warren and Deans paternal ancestor, which over time and
distance has morphed into the ‘Robinson’ form of the surname.
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Figure 1: Estimated time to a shared paternal ancestor based on Y-DNA STR results. This timeframe is
based on the results of a ‘closet-MacGregor;’ someone with the surname ‘Valentine’ but whose Y-DNA
results revealed that his ancestor was originally called MacGregor. Mr Valentine’s ancestors can be
traced back to Montrose in Northeast Scotland in the early 1700’s while his DNA reveals that he is a
close genetic match to the current McGregor Chief (hence his ancestor was related to the Chiefly line
of the MacGregors). Given his detailed family history, his ancestor had to have changed his surname
to Valentine soon after the MacGregors were outlawed in 1604AD and hence using that time point
and the genetic distance between him and the current Chief of the MacGregors one can estimate a
time to a shared paternal ancestor based on the number of shared markers at the 111, 67 and 37
marker levels. Using this table it is possible to estimate when the shared paternal ancestor among the
Robinsons, Campbells and MacKays of Skye once lived.
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Figure 2: Glenlyon Campbell’s closest Y-DNA111 matches. Warren Robinson appears as the test
subject’s closest genetic relative, while Campbells (red arrows) and MacKays (blue arrows) appear as
more distant genetic relatives. These Y-DNA STR matches indicate that the Robinson surname was
acquired by a Campbell, and that the Campbells of Skye emerged from Clan MacKay.

Figure 3: Glenlyon Campbell’s closest BigY genetic matches. BigY DNA testing provides an accurate
picture of the phylogenic relationship between those testing. The BigY results indicate that the
Robinson surname was acquired by a Campbell and that both Campbells and Robinsons of Skye
emerged from Clan MacKay (highlighted in green). Not everyone who tests to the Y-DNA111 marker
level participates in BigY testing, hence the lack of Campbells in the test subject’s BigY matches may
simply be due to the fact that they have not yet participated in BigY testing.
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